SmartLiner®

Wireless wear monitoring.
The safe and easy way to get data from your liners.
How Does It Work?

SmartLiner sensors are embedded into our liners. Our sensors are cloud connected via secure gateways directly to Bradken Insite®, giving you access to live wear data and reports anywhere, anytime.

By using our SmartLiner solutions your operation will see improvements in:

**Reduced Maintenance**
Using Bradken Insite® analytics and wear reports you can accurately plan maintenance and reduce downtime.

**Increased Efficiency**
With live data from wireless SmartLiner you reduce the downtime from manual inspections of stockpile bins and inaccessible liners.

**Improved Safety**
Operators access live wear data remotely online removing the need for manual inspection of hazardous chutes and hoppers.

For more information visit bradken.com for your local representative.